Week 10 Progress Report
Group 7
Max Feldman, Bethany Lepine, Scott Michonski
Work Completed

- Mechanical
- Software
- Hardware
Work Completed: Mechanical

- Mike Brault not able to reach our deadline
- Went to UCHC (Dr. Peterson) for help with machining
- Bethany makes lots of trips to the Health Center and makes lots of re-draws
Work Completed: Mechanical

- Most recent drawing of base:
Work Completed: Mechanical

- Completion of machining: Today
- Trip to UCHC to assemble the final machine: Friday
Work Completed: Software

- Trip to UCHC with software for critique
- Added Components
  - Manual Stop
  - Stop if near sensor limit
    - Absolute F/T readings
  - Record Button
  - Export Increment
Work Completed: Hardware

- Finally got USB-6210 configured in NI-DAQmx
- Readings from sensor
Work Completed: Hardware

- Working on circuitry box
Future Work

- Going to Health Center on Friday for final assembly
- Finishing up odds and ends
Bethany: 35
Max: 27
Scott: 12